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A B S T R A C T

I build a dynamic general equilibrium model that is consistent with the trends in the participation, unemploy-
ment and employment rates for the US and major European economies over the last 50 years. I then use the
model to study the interdependence of non-competitive labor and product markets in order to shed light on the
e!ects of institutions and policies on employment and output. Unemployment harms output because it inserts
a wedge between labor supply (participation) and employment. The distribution of income across wages and
profits plays a central role in the economy’s dynamics. The reason is that the wage share drives the labor market
participation decisions of households, while the profit share drives the entry decisions of firms. Intuitively, one
can think of entry decisions as another participation margin. I uncover feedback mechanisms linking the two
markets that amplify the adverse e!ects on output of labor and product market frictions. These mechanisms have
interesting policy implications.

1. Introduction

Figs. 1 and 2 display the evolution of the employment, unemploy-
ment and participation rates for the US and the EU15 economies.1 One
feature of these data is the steady rise of unemployment rates in Europe,
although we observe a slight decline at the end of the sample period.
The contrast with the US, which displays a hump-shaped profile of the
unemployment rate, has led many to conclude that there is a “European
unemployment problem” in that something prevents European unem-
ployment from returning to its pre-1970s level.

A more remarkable feature of the data, however, is that the rise of
European unemployment took place in the context of a smooth rise
in participation. Apart from the slight dip ate the end of the sam-
ple period, the participation rate in the US has also been increasing
smoothly. Moreover, the rise of the unemployment rate in Europe has
not produced a fall of the employment rate, which instead has increased
steadily. It appears, then, that to explain the long-term employment
performance of the US and EU15 economies one must consider the par-
ticipation margin. Unemployment matters, because it inserts a wedge
between employment and participation, but it is not a su"cient statis-
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1 The participation rate is the fraction of the population age 15–64 who claim to be in the labor market. These individuals are either employed or unemployed
and actively seeking work. Accordingly, the employment rate is the fraction of the population age 15–64 who are employed, while the unemployment rate is the
fraction of the participating population age 15–64 who are not employed.

Fig. 1. The labor market in the USA.
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Fig. 2. The labor market in the EU15.

tic for the performance of the labor market.
In this paper I build a dynamic general equilibrium model that

is consistent with these facts. I view employment as the outcome of
actions taken on two margins. On one margin agents choose whether
to participate to the labor market in the presence of individual unem-
ployment risk. For simplicity, I model this margin as households that
control the mass of members that supply labor but not their individ-
ual probability of employment. Accordingly, some of the participating
members do not find employment even if at the going wage they wish
to work. On the other margin, firms bargain with workers over wages
and employment and thereby determine how many of the individuals
willing to work find employment. There are thus three categories of
individuals: those who participate and are employed, those who partic-
ipate and are unemployed, and those who do not participate.

This representation allows me to study how in general equilibrium
the rationing of jobs due to the imperfections of the labor market inter-
acts with the creation, distribution and eventual dissipation of the rents
due to the imperfections of the product market. The model is tractable
and allows me to study analytically the dynamic e!ects of changes in
institutions and policies. The explicit consideration of a labor force par-
ticipation margin, in particular, sheds new light on the interdependence
of labor and product markets. One reason is that participation is an
important determinant of product market size and thereby of new firms’
incentives to enter and compete away the rents earned by incumbent
firms and their employees. Another is that it amplifies the e!ects of
labor market frictions that generate unemployment through either a dis-
couraged worker e!ect, whereby worse employment prospects induce
the marginal individual to withdraw from the labor force, or an added
worker e!ect, whereby worse employment prospects for the infra-
marginal individual induce the marginal individual to join the labor
force. Whether the discouraged worker or the added worker e!ect pre-
vails depends on the balance between substitution and income e!ects
in households’ decisions.

This mechanism highlights the central role of the distribution of
income across wages and profits in driving the economy’s dynamics:
the wage share drives the labor market participation decisions of house-
holds, while the profit share drives the entry decisions of firms. Intu-
itively, one can think of entry decisions as another participation mar-
gin (the di!erence being that setting up a new firms entails a sunk cost
while participation to the labor market does not). There is thus an inher-
ent trade-o! between participation of workers and participation of firms
in that attempts at rising the wage share deter entry. On the other hand,
participation of workers and firms must also feature a positive link in
that firms employ workers to produce output so that ultimately higher

participation of workers attracts participation of firms. The interplay of
these forces generates interesting results.

Consider, for instance, the role of factors that raise labor costs and
thus reduce employers’ willingness to hire workers, resulting in lower
employment and higher unemployment. Firms’ entry decisions amplify
these e!ects in that the fall in employment shrinks the size of the prod-
uct market and thereby triggers a reduction in the number of firms. This
produces a multiplier e!ect that amplifies the adverse e!ects of these
factors because the fall in the number of firms reduces employment
further than if one considers the labor market in isolation.

Similarly, regulations and frictions that raise the costs of entry
and/or of operation for firms result in a larger reduction of the number
of firms than if employment were held constant. There is thus a sec-
ond multiplier e!ect that exploits the endogeneity of employment to
amplify the adverse e!ects on output of interventions that worsen the
product market.

Note that in both cases the fall in employment is larger if individuals
withdraw from the labor force in response to a worsening of the labor
market. In other words, endogenous participation potentially reinforces
the multiplier e!ects linking the labor and product markets.

The analysis of these feedback mechanisms has two general policy
implications. First, labor market reforms that reduce the cost of labor,
like those advocated by the OECD in its Jobs Study (1994), and prod-
uct market reforms that increase entry, like the pro-competitive reforms
advocated by the McKinsey Global Institute (1995, 1997), are strongly
complementary and reinforce each other. Moreover, their general equi-
librium e!ects are stronger than any partial equilibrium analysis of the
labor or product market would reveal.

The second implication stems from observing that some factors –
e.g., the bargaining power of workers – have opposite e!ects on the
long-run employment and participation rates. The reason is that a rise of
workers’ bargaining power redistributes income from profits to wages
and thus attracts participation. The rise of the wage share, however,
cannot persist because in the long run the shares of national income
are pinned down by factors that regulate the entry decisions of firms.
What eventually brings the wage share down is a rise of the unemploy-
ment rate that weakens workers’ bargaining position. To accomplish
this, however, the wedge e!ect of unemployment must be so strong that
employment actually falls. Hence, an attempt at redistribution through
a “wage push” (Bertola, 2001) succeeds only in the short run, and even-
tually results in rising participation, rising unemployment and falling
employment, while the wage share falls back to its original level. For
workers, this is the bad news part of the story.

The good news is that labor market reforms that worsen their bar-
gaining position do not worsen their long-run share of income. On the
other hand, reforms of the product market that reduce the costs of entry
raise employment and output, lower unemployment, and raise the labor
share of national income. They thus should appeal to workers from a
redistributive viewpoint – a feature that makes them politically feasible
as well as economically attractive. Taken together, these considerations
suggest that workers, when asked for concessions that reduce its bar-
gaining power, should make those concessions – and ask in exchange for
reforms of the product market that reduce barriers to entry! While this
suggestion appears to turn the traditional approach to labor-industry
negotiations on its head, especially in Europe, its logic is straightfor-
ward. The concessions entail a short-run sacrifice of income share, but
in the long run this is a win-win situation for labor in that unemploy-
ment falls, employment rises, and the reduction of barriers to entry
ensures that the wage share rises as well.

I proceed as follows. In Section 2 I review the literature and place
the paper in context. In Section 3, I set up the model. In Section 4, I
study the instantaneous equilibrium of labor market. In Section 5, I
study the economy’s general equilibrium and show how the interaction
of product and labor markets determines employment, unemployment
and output. In Section 6, I discuss the e!ects of structural parameters
and policy instruments. I conclude in Section 7.
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2. Related literature

Economists agree that unemployment is high in economies where
unemployment benefits are unrelated to the individual’s e!ort to find
work, the labor force is organized in sectoral (or firm-level) unions that
do not coordinate their activities, and taxation raises the cost of labor.2
Research undertaken in the 90s, reviewed in Nickell (1997) and Gers-
bach (1999), has augmented this view and emphasized that the char-
acteristics of the product market matter as well. Consequently, recent
research has focused on the role of product market factors, in particu-
lar the regulation of entry and competition, in determining macroeco-
nomic performance (see, e.g., Boeri et al., 2000, Fonseca et al., 2001,
Pissarides, 2001, Bertrand and Kramarz, 2002, Blanchard and Giavazzi,
2003, Spector, 2004). This literature indeed has grown so rapidly, and
branched out in so many directions, that it is becoming di"cult to keep
track of all that is going on without the aid of surveys. A recent one that
I found quite useful is Schiantarelli (2005).

Much of this literature focuses on unemployment and studies models
where labor supply is inelastic so that employment and unemployment
are forced to move in opposite directions. The mechanism giving rise
to unemployment varies across models, but the logic that all that mat-
ters for labor market outcomes occurs on the demand side seems to go
unchallenged. An exception is Rogerson (2001), who argues that we
should rather focus on employment because it reflects more directly
the resources allocation achieved by the economy. The data discussed
above supports this view and emphasizes that to understand the long-
run movements in employment we must look at participation.

Of all those mentioned above, the papers that come closer to what I
do here are Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003) and Spector (2004). I depart
from their setup in that I embed a static model of the labor market in a
dynamic environment where households make a participation decision
and a consumption-saving decision. One benefit of this approach is that
it allows me to derive from the households’ primitives a reservation
wage that depends on unemployment and distortionary taxes, and that
serves as the natural alternative in the bargaining problem (see below)
since it measures the opportunity cost of labor market participation.
The other benefit is that in general equilibrium endogenous participa-
tion amplifies the dynamic feedback e!ects linking the labor and prod-
uct markets. (Aside from these changes, the conceptual representation
of the labor market is basically the same.) Another di!erence of note
is that those papers do not include a (sunk) entry cost. Together with
the lack of a consumption-saving decision, this omission implies that
the models do not have well-defined transitional dynamics. My model,
in contrast, provides a very tractable characterization of transitional
dynamics in response to policy and structural shocks.3

2 In his review of the state of the art, for example, Nickell (1997, p. 72) con-
cludes: “High unemployment is associated with the following labor market fea-
tures: (1) generous unemployment benefits that are allowed to run indefinitely,
combined with little or no pressure on the unemployed to obtain work and to
low levels of active intervention to increase the ability and willingness of the
unemployed to work; (2) high unionization with wages bargained collectively
and no coordination between either union or employers in wage bargaining; (3)
high overall taxes impinging on labor or a combination of high minimum wages
for young people associated with high payroll taxes; and (4) poor educational
standards at the bottom end of the labor market.” Nickell et al. (2005) rein-
force this view with updated data and conclude that “changes in labor market
institutions explain around 55% of the rise in European unemployment from
the 1960s to the first half of the 1990s, much of the remainder being due to the
deep recession ruling in the latter period” (p. 22).

3 A fourth di!erence is that they use endogenous markups – due to the
assumption that the elasticity of product substitution is a function of the mass of
firms – to generate interesting interactions between employment (market size)
and entry, while my mechanism is based on firm size per se (see below).

3. The model

3.1. Production

A representative competitive firm produces a final good that can be
consumed or invested by assembling di!erentiated intermediate goods
according to the technology

Y = N! 1
!!1

!

!
N

0
x
!!1
!

i di
" !
!!1

, ! > 1 (1)

where ! is the elasticity of product substitution, xi is the final producer’s
use of each di!erentiated good, and N is the mass of intermediate goods
(also the mass of intermediate firms; see below).

The final good is the numeraire. The final producer thus maximizes
profits subject to the budget constraint Y = " N

0 pixidi, where pi is the
price of intermediate good i. This yields the demand schedule for good
i,
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Y
N
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is the price index for intermediate goods.
Each intermediate good is produced by one firm with the technology

xi = (li ! ")# , 0 < # < 1, " > 0 (3)
where xi is output and li is the firm’s employment. This technology
exhibits diminishing returns to labor and a fixed labor requirement.4
The latter implies a fixed operating cost that justifies the assumption
that each good is produced by one, and only one, firm. Since inter-
mediate firms are atomistic, moreover, they take the price index P at
the denominator of (2) as given and face demand curves that feature
constant elasticity !.

In equilibrium the profit of the competitive final producer is zero.
It follows that the price index of intermediate goods equals the price of
the final good, P = 1, and without loss of generality can be omitted
from (2) in the rest of the analysis.

3.2. Consumption, saving and labor market participation

There is one representative household with a continuum of mass
" (t) = "0e$t of members.5 Each member is endowed with one unit of
labor. The household maximizes

U(0) = !
#

0
e!%t" log u (t) dt, % > $ > 0, (4)

where

log u = log
# C
"
$
+ & log

%
"! Ls + 'uLs

"

&
,& > 0, 0 # ' # 1 (5)

subject to the flow budget constraint
(A = rA + Ls [W (1 ! )) (1 ! u) + Bu] + T ! C,0 # ) < 1 (6)

4 One can rationalize this assumption by positing that upon its birth the firm
sets up an exogenously given stock of capital * $ 1 (i.e., it builds a plant). It
then follows that in this economy the mass of firms stands for the aggregate
capital stock, while entry stands for aggregate capital accumulation.

5 The words “one representative household” have the usual meaning that
there is a unit mass of identical, atomistic households all behaving in the same
manner. This rationalizes why the (atomistic) representative household does
not internalize general equilibrium e!ects in the participation and bargaining
problems that I characterize below.
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where % is the individual discount rate, C is consumption, Ls is the mass
of household members that o!er their labor for a wage (participate in
the labor market), A is assets holding, T is a lump-sum transfer from
the government, ) is income tax, and B is the after-tax unemployment
benefit. (To simplify the notation I omit the time argument whenever
confusion does not arise.) The assets available to the household are
ownership shares of firms. Hence, r is the rate of return on stocks. The
assets market is competitive. The rest of the variables deserve a more
detailed explanation that I outline below.

Three features of this setup are important. First, the household con-
trols the mass of members that supply labor but not their probability of
employment. This is where the assumption that there is a continuum of
agents within the household becomes very useful. By the law of large
numbers I can equate the individual probability of unemployment to
the economy’s unemployment rate

u $ 1 ! L
Ls ,

where L = " N
0 lidi is aggregate employment. Similarly, with a contin-

uum of firms the law of large numbers allows me to equate an employed
worker’s probability of being assigned to firm i with the firm’s share of
aggregate employment li$L.6 It follows that the pre-tax wage that the
employed member earns is the weighted average

W = !
N

0
wi

li
L di,

where wi is the wage paid by firm i.
This approach implies a job rationing mechanism that takes the

form of assigning job seekers at random to the unemployment pool and
to the employment pool; those assigned to the employment pool are
then assigned at random across the N existing firms and negotiate the
terms of employment. Its main advantage is that it allows me to think
of the term 1 ! u in the budget constraint (6) as the fraction of the
household members that participate to the labor market and earn the
after-tax wage W(1 ! )), while u is the fraction that earn the after-
tax unemployment benefit B. One could think of this as a particular
type of matching mechanism. With respect to the traditional approach
in search theory (e.g., Pissarides, 2002), it has two advantages. First, it
does not imply unfilled vacancies and thus allows me to focus only on
the supply side of the labor market as subject to rationing. Second, it
does not require time and thus does not force me to model unemploy-
ment as a state variable, thereby reducing the dimensionality of the
general equilibrium system.

The second feature captures the basic trade-o! that governs labor
supply and thus determines workers’ wage demands. The household’s
instantaneous utility contains a term that captures the role of home
production or other related activities the output of which is shared
by all household members. This determines the opportunity cost of
labor market participation, and thus contributes to determine the wage
demands of employed workers. An employed member cannot partic-
ipate in household production. An unemployed member, in contrast,
recovers a fraction ' of his time endowment if he goes unemployed.
Accordingly, the term (1 ! 'u) Ls in (5) is the total amount of time sub-
tracted from household production. Of this total, L = (1 ! u) Ls is spent
on production of market goods. Therefore, (1 ! ') uLs is the social cost
of unemployment, the total amount of time that is lost to participation
that does not result in employment.

The third feature is that the household insures its members partici-
pating in the labor market against individual unemployment risk. This
simplifies the analysis because all household members get the same flow
of utility regardless of the outcome of the job rationing mechanism.7

6 Since the equilibrium is symmetric (see below), it makes no di!erence
whether the probability of being assigned to firm i is 1$N or li$L.

7 Examples of previous work using this approach are Merz (1995) and Pis-
sarides (2002).

More importantly, it implies that each individual worker is indi!erent
between employment and unemployment in the bargaining process (see
below).

The maximization problem outlined above yields well-known results
with some novel features. The household follows the usual saving rule
(C
C = r + $! % (7)

and equates the benefit from the marginal household member’s partici-
pation to the cost. Formally,

W (1 ! )) (1 ! u) + Bu = &C 1 ! 'u
" ! Ls (1 ! 'u) . (8)

On the left-hand-side of this expression there is the income from partic-
ipation, on the right-hand-side there is the opportunity cost, the fore-
gone contribution of the marginal individual to household production.
Participation therefore can be written

Ls = "
1 ! 'u ! &C

W (1 ! )) ! [W (1 ! ))! B] u . (9)

This is the economy’s upward sloping labor supply curve.
The model’s equilibrium conditions imply that the after-tax wage is

higher than the after-tax unemployment benefit (see below) so that the
second term in the labor supply curve is decreasing in the unemploy-
ment rate. This captures a discouraged worker e!ect whereby worse
employment prospects lower a worker’s anticipated income and thus
reduce participation. This e!ect is strongest when ' = 0, because the
first term in (9) does not depend on u, and becomes weaker as the time
cost of unemployment gets smaller, that is, the larger is '.

3.3. Wages and prices at the firm level

The firm bargains with its workers over the wage and employment.
Following the literature (e.g., Blanchard and Giavazzi, 2003), I model
bargaining as
max
wi,li

'
(1 ! +) log,i + + log (wi (1 ! ))! Wa) li

(
, 0 < + < 1

The parameter + is the bargaining power of the workers. The firm and
its workers maximize jointly the log-geometric average of profits and
employees surplus.8 The indi!erence condition (8) defines the appro-
priate alternative for this problem:

Wa $ W (1 ! )) (1 ! u) + Bu = &C 1 ! 'u
" ! Ls (1 ! 'u) .

This says that the worker receives at least the opportunity cost of partic-
ipation for the marginal household member, that is, the marginal utility
of staying out of the labor force and producing household goods. The
alternative thus defined, moreover, is equal to a convex combination
of employment elsewhere (i.e., in another randomly selected firm) at
the after-tax average wage and the unemployment benefit – exactly as
if the worker could reenter the rationing process if negotiations break
down – because that is how the typical household makes participation
decisions. The firm and the workers take the alternative Wa as given
because it depends on aggregate variables that they do not control.

The firm has no outside option because unemployed workers do
not underbid those who are negotiating with the firm. There are two
reasons for modeling things this way, one explicit and one implicit.
The explicit reason is that in this model the household insures workers
against individual unemployment risk so that the unemployed worker
obtains the same level of utility as the unemployed one. This eliminates
the latter’s incentive to underbid the former. Second, there exist real-
world frictions (e.g., hiring and firing costs, search costs, institutional

8 Recall that the e"cient bargaining posited in the text gives the same results
as assuming that firms bargain with workers over profit sharing only, and then
set employment given the agreed upon wage.
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restrictions, social norms) – that for the sake of simplicity I do not try
to model explicitly – that prevent underbidding from taking place even
when unemployed workers have an incentive to do so. Although the
lack of an explicit mechanism capturing this feature is, arguably, a lim-
itation of the model, it has the advantage that it keeps the general equi-
librium dynamics tractable (see, e.g., Lindbeck, 1993 for a discussion of
the limitations of models of unemployment that do not take an explicit
stand on what prevents wage underbidding). In search theory, for exam-
ple, the friction is explicit in that it takes time to fill the vacancy left
by the worker if negotiations break down (see, e.g., Pissarides, 2002).
This, however, comes at the cost of additional state variables. In the
context of this model, I could argue that, in a fashion similar to the
time cost of unemployment for workers – whereby the time available
for household production of an unemployed worker is a fraction ' of his
endowment – there is a time cost for employers in hiring unemployed
workers at a lower wage. Namely, I could specify the alternative for the
firm as producing with unemployed workers whose time available for
production is only a fraction - of their time endowment. (This could
be interpreted as a reduced-form specification of lower productivity of
replacement workers; see, e.g, Lindbeck, 1993). One can then interpret
the model in the text as the outcome for - ! 0. The case - > 0 merely
complicates matters without adding insight.

I now use the production function (3) and the demand curve (2) to
write instantaneous profits as
,i = pixi ! wili

=
#Y

N
$ 1
! (li ! ")

#
#

1! 1
!

$
! wili.

Let . $ # #1 ! 1
!

$
< 1. This parameter combines diminishing returns to

labor and the responsiveness of demand to price into a single number
that, together with the fixed cost, regulates the curvature of the firm’s
revenue function with respect to employment li. Specifically, the elas-
ticity of revenue with respect to employment is
/ (pixi)
/li

li
pixi

= .li
li ! "

.

This elasticity is smaller the more pronounced are diminishing returns
to labor (low #), the less elastic is demand (low !), the smaller is the
fixed operating cost (low "), and the larger is the firm (large li).

The first-order conditions for the maximization problem are:
1 ! +
+

)
/ (pixi)
/wi

! li
*
+ ,i

wi ! Wa
1!)

= 0,

1 ! +
+

)
/ (pixi)
/li

! wi

*
+ ,i

li
= 0.

Observing that /(pixi)
/wi

= 0 and substituting the first condition into the
second, I obtain

wi =
Wa

1 ! ) + +
1 ! +

,i
li
,

which says that workers get the reservation wage (adjusted for labor
income taxation) plus a fraction of the firm’s profit. Using this result, I
can rewrite the condition for employment as
/ (pixi)
/li

= Wa
1 ! ) ,

which equates the marginal revenue from employment to the reserva-
tion wage. This yields

li = 1 ! )
Wa

.pixi + ". (10)

Using this expression and the definition of profit, I can rewrite the equa-
tion for the wage as

wi =
Wa

1 ! ) (1 + mi) , (11)

where

mi $ +
% li !"

.li
! 1

&
.

This says that the wage is set as a markup over the reservation wage
and that larger firms pay higher than average wages since they operate
in the less elastic region of their revenue curve.

4. Instantaneous equilibrium of the labor market

To characterize the labor market more sharply, I assume that
the government cannot borrow and satisfies the budget constraint
T = )WL ! B(Ls ! L), which determines the lump-sum transfer, T, as
the di!erence between tax revenues and net expenditure on benefits.9 I
also assume that the after-tax unemployment benefit is a constant frac-
tion of the pre-tax wage, B = 0W.10

Next I make use of the fact that symmetry implies that all firms pay
the same wage so that wi = W. The wage equation (11) yields

1 = (1 ! )) (1 ! u) + 0u
1 ! ) (1 + m) .

This can be solved for
u = 1 ! )

1 ! ) ! 0
m

1 + m , (12)

where

m = +
% l ! "

.l ! 1
&
. (13)

Observe that unemployment is an increasing function of firm employ-
ment l that eventually becomes flat. To ensure u < 1, I impose

+
%1
. ! 1

&
< 1 ! ) ! 0

0 ,

which says that the upper asymptote of (12) is less than 1. This condi-
tion is surely satisfied if 0 = ) = 0.

An important property of this model is that the equilibrium of the
labor market is not fully characterized by the unemployment equa-
tion (12) because labor supply is endogenous. Specifically, according
to equation (9) participation is

Ls = "
1 ! 'u ! &

1 ! ) ! (1 ! ) ! 0)u
C
W .

I can divide through by population size " and multiply and divide the
ratio C

W by L and Y so to obtain

Ls

" = 1
1 ! 'u ! &

1 ! ) ! (1 ! ) ! 0)u
C
Y

WL
Y

L
" .

Observing that L = Ls (1 ! u), I can solve explicitly for the participation
and employment ratios:

Ls

" =
1

1!'u
1 + (1!u)&

1!)!(1!)!0)u
c

WL
Y

(14)

9 This setup keeps to a minimum the e!ect of the government on economic
activity. Only two distortions matter: taxation, which lowers labor supply and
raises the pre-tax wage that workers demand, and the unemployment benefit,
which raises both labor supply and the pre-tax wage that workers demand.

10 The replacement ratio 0 can be broken down into two components. Let )B
be the tax rate on unemployment benefits and 1 be the pre-tax replacement
ratio. Then, 0 = (1 ! )B)1. This decomposition clutters the notation without
adding insight. Notice that unemployment benefits are taxed more lightly than
wages so that )B < ); see Daveri and Tabellini (2000, pp. 58–59) for evidence
on this point.
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L
" =

1!u
1!'u

1 + (1!u)&
1!)!(1!)!0)u

c
WL
Y

. (15)

where c $ C$Y is the economy’s consumption ratio and WL$Y is the
wage share.

I now use the expression for firm employment (10), the wage setting
equation (11) and aggregation across firms to obtain

L = (1 + m) .
W Y + "N.

I then use the relation L = Nl to compute the wage share as
WL
Y = + + (1 ! +) .l

l ! " . (16)

Observe that the wage share is decreasing in firm employment l.
Equations (12) through (16) provide a complete characterization of

the labor market at a point in time once one knows firm employment
l and the consumption ratio c. The evolution over time of these two
variables depends on the entry process that provides the fundamental
accumulation mechanism of this model. The next section discusses this
process in detail. As an intermediate step toward that goal, I use (16)
to rewrite the expression for the employment ratio as
L
" = nl = 1

1!'u
1!u + 1!'u

1!)!(1!)!0)u
&c

++(1!+) .l
l!"

, (17)

where n $ N$" is the mass of firms per capita and symmetry implies
L = Nl. I shall refer to this expression as the participation locus and
to equation (12) above as the bargaining locus. The following lemma,
proved in the appendix, provides a useful result.
Lemma 1. Assume 1 ! ' % 0

1!) . Then the participation locus (17) is
decreasing in u.

Intuitively, this says that the employment ratio is decreasing in the
unemployment rate when the time cost of unemployment 1 ! ' is
larger than the tax-adjusted unemployment benefit. In the following, I
assume that this condition holds.11

The joint solution of equations (12) and (17)) characterizes the
instantaneous equilibrium of the labor market in relation to the mass
of firms per capita n and the consumption ratio c. Fig. 3 illustrates the
mechanism and Proposition 2 summarizes the comparative statics.12

A + on top of a variable denotes a positive partial derivative, a !
denotes a negative partial derivative, while a ? denotes an ambiguous
sign.
Proposition 2. The instantaneous equilibrium of the labor market is char-
acterized by the following two functions mapping the mass of firms per
capita, n, and the consumption ratio, c, into firm employment, l, and the
unemployment rate, u:

l
%
!n, !c; +., +", ?+ , !), ?0, !& ,

!
'
&
;

u
%
!n, !c; ?., ?", ++ , ?), +0, !& ,

!
'
&
.

11 If it does not, the participation locus is upward sloping and the equilibrium
is unstable. This is intuitive: if the tax-adjusted unemployment benefit is larger
than the time cost of unemployment, it is always desirable for the individual
to participate and be unemployed. But a situation where individuals wish to be
unemployed cannot be sustainable in general equilibrium.

12 Inspection of the figure suggests that is possible that the two curves fail to
intersect so that in equilibrium u = 0. I show below that in steady state it is
always the case that the intersection occurs and u > 0.

Fig. 3. Equilibrium of labor market.

Fig. 4. The labor market in wage share, unemployment space.

Associated to these, there is the following function mapping the mass of firms
per capita, n, and the consumption ratio, c, into the economy’s employment
ratio, L$":
L
"

%
+n, !c; +., +", ?+, !), ?0, !& ,

!
'
&
.

Fig. 4 proposes a complementary illustration of the mechanism, an
interpretation that stresses the role of the wage share. The idea is to use
equation (16) to replace firm employment l with the wage share WL$Y.
The resulting graphical analysis expresses the comparative statics prop-
erties e!ects stated in the proposition in wage share, unemployment
space.

The mechanism explaining the comparative statics properties of this
equilibrium is the following. Refer to Fig. 3. The bargaining locus is
upward sloping because an increase in firm employment l yields an
increase in the markup m. Restoring equilibrium requires a rise in
unemployment u. The participation locus, in contrast, is downward
sloping. The reason is that higher firm employment implies a lower
wage (due to diminishing returns to labor in the firm production tech-
nology) and, holding constant n, higher aggregate employment. The
latter implies a higher marginal cost of participation because diminish-
ing returns in household activity imply that its marginal product rises.
Restoring equilibrium then requires a fall in unemployment u that pro-
vides better job prospects to the marginal worker. The higher probabil-
ity of employment raises the marginal benefit of participation while at
the same time reduces the sacrifice of time needed for market partici-
pation and thereby rises the amount of time devoted to home activity,
thus reducing its marginal product.

Now observe that an increase in n does not a!ect the bargain-
ing locus while it implies higher aggregate employment and thereby
a higher marginal product of home activity. The corresponding lower

6
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participation requires a compensatory fall in unemployment in order to
satisfy equation (17). It follows that the participation locus shifts down.
As a result, both firm employment and the unemployment rate fall. In
contrast to firm employment, the employment ratio rises with n. To see
why, imagine to apply the relation L$" = nl to rewrite the bargaining
and participation loci in (L$", u) space instead of (l, u) space. With this
change of variable, the participation locus shifts up because the increase
in n reduce firm employment l and raises the labor share. This attracts
participation and for equation (17) to hold there must be a compen-
satory increase in unemployment u. The bargaining locus instead shifts
down because the higher n spreads employment over more firms and
makes them smaller, thus producing a smaller markup over the reser-
vation wage. Consequently, unemployment falls and the employment
ratio rises.

An increase in the consumption ratio c leaves the bargaining locus
una!ected while reduces participation and thereby requires a compen-
satory fall in unemployment to satisfy equation (17). As a consequence,
the participation locus shifts down and the new equilibrium exhibits
lower firm employment and unemployment. Notice that since L$" = nl
and n is given, the employment ratio falls as well.

An interesting property of this equilibrium is that is captures the
tension between the di!erent e!ects of structural parameters on the
employment and the participation margins. Ultimately this is because
unemployment provides a wedge between labor supply and employ-
ment. For example, the reason why the e!ect of + on firm employment
is ambiguous is that the stronger bargaining power of workers results
in a larger wage share – see (16) – and thereby in higher participation.
This e!ect shows up in Fig. 1 as an upward shift of the participation
locus. The expansion of labor supply should yield larger employment
(aggregate and, holding constant n, per firm). However, the stronger
bargaining power of workers also results in higher unemployment, an
e!ect captured by an upward shift of the bargaining locus – see (12).
The overall e!ect on unemployment is surely positive, while the overall
e!ect on employment is ambiguous. Notice how this logic also explains
the e!ects of the replacement ratio 0. Higher unemployment benefits
raise both participation and unemployment – both the participation and
bargaining loci shift up – so that the overall e!ect on employment is
ambiguous.

In contrast, higher taxation of wages ) reduces participation and
results in smaller employment (aggregate and per firm). This e!ect
shows up as a downward shift of the participation locus. On the other
hand, higher taxation of wages raises workers’ demands and tends to
raise unemployment, an e!ect captured by the upward shift of the bar-
gaining locus. As one can see, if the fall in participation is su"ciently
large employment and unemployment can both fall. If instead partic-
ipation is not very sensitive to after-tax wages, employment falls and
unemployment rises.

Similar reasoning explains the e!ects of the parameters . and " that
regulate the elasticity with respect to employment of the firm’s revenue.
An increase in either of them lowers the markup m and raises the wage
share thereby shifting the bargaining locus down and the participation
locus up. This results in higher employment and higher or lower unem-
ployment depending on which force dominates.

5. General equilibrium

The previous analysis has provided a complete characterization of
the labor market at a point in time given the consumption ratio c and
the mass of firms per capita n. To characterize the evolution over time
of these two variables and thereby of the whole economy I now need to
characterize the entry process that provides the fundamental accumula-
tion mechanism of this model. The construction of the general equilib-
rium of this economy is then straightforward. There is an Euler equation
characterizing the equilibrium of the assets market, whereby all rates
of return are equalized, and an equation characterizing the equilibrium
of the goods market, whereby output is allocated to consumption and

investment. The latter equation is where this model deviates from the
standard setup because the state variable of this economy is the mass
of firms per capita.13

5.1. Entry

The flow of dividends accruing to firm i’s shareholders is , i. Accord-
ingly, the share price is

Vi (0) = !
#

0
e! " t

0 r(v)dv,i(t)dt,

and satisfies the arbitrage condition

r = ,i
Vi

+
(Vi
Vi

,

where the characterization of firm behavior in Section 2 yields that the
firm’s profit is
,i

pixi
= (1 ! +)

%
1 ! .li

li ! "
&
.

According to this expression, the profit rate of firm i is increasing in
firm employment.

I assume that entrepreneurs create new firms by sinking an entry
cost 2pixi in units of final output. Notice that this cost is proportional
to the firm’s initial revenue.14 Entrants are active if the value of entry
is equal to its cost, that is, if Vi = 2pixi. In symmetric equilibrium this
condition becomes V = 2 Y

N . Taking logs and time derivatives, substitut-
ing into the arbitrage condition, and using the expression for the profit
rate, I obtain the free-entry condition

r = 1 ! +
2

%
1 ! .l

l ! "

&
+

.
Y
Y ! (N

N . (18)

This is the instantaneous rate of return on equity generated by firms.

5.2. The economy’s dynamics

Assets market equilibrium requires A = NV = 2Y. The government
budget is T + 0W (Ls ! L) = )WL. Therefore, the household budget con-
straint becomes
(Y

Y = r + WL ! C
2Y ,

The saving schedule (7) and the definition c $ C$Y yield
(c
c = r + $! % ! (Y

Y .

Substituting this expression into the one just derived and using equation
(16) for the wage share yields
(c
c = 1

2

)
c ! + ! (1 ! +) .l

l ! "

*
+ $ ! %,

where l is given by the function l (n, c; .) characterized in Proposition 1.
The output market clearing condition requires

Y = C + 2 Y
N
(N.

Since entry is non-negative, one has (N > 0 for Y > C and (N = 0 oth-
erwise. This condition identifies two regions: the entry region, where

13 Recall, however, that the mass of firms per capita stands for capital per
capita if I assume that upon birth each firm sets up one unit of capital (i.e., a
plant).

14 I have experimented with several specifications of the entry cost and con-
cluded that this assumption yields the simplest and most tractable specification
of the model. For example, if the cost of entry is 2 (i.e., independent of the
firm’s entry size), the qualitative results and the main message of the model do
not change but the analysis is algebraically (much!) more complicated.
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Fig. 5. Phase diagram.

entry is profitable, and the hysteresis region, where entry is not prof-
itable and the mass of firms is fixed. For simplicity, I ignore the hys-
teresis region since population growth implies that the steady state of
the dynamical system is inside the entry region. Dividing through by Y,
and using the definition n $ N$", the output market clearing condition
reads

1 = c + 2
# (n

n + $
$
.

The analysis is now straightforward. The (n = 0 locus is simply
c = 1 ! 2$. The (c = 0 locus is

c = 2 (% ! $) + + + (1 ! +) .l (n, c)
l (n, c) ! " .

This equation defines an upward sloping locus c(n) (c=0. Consider now
the phase diagram in Fig. 5.

Paths above the saddle path eventually yield zero or negative n and
thus cannot be equilibria. Paths below the saddle path eventually yield
zero or negative c and similarly cannot be equilibria. Hence, I have:
Proposition 3. There is a unique perfect-foresight general equilibrium:
given initial condition n0, the economy jumps on the saddle path and con-
verges to the steady state (n%, c%).

5.3. The steady state

The characterization of the steady state is extremely simple. Sub-
stituting c% = 1 ! 2$ into the (c = 0 locus and using (16) I obtain
#WL

Y
$%

= 1 ! 2% = 1 !
#N,

Y
$%

. (19)

This expression says that in the long run the wage and profit shares
depend solely on the entry cost, 2, and the discount rate, %. The intu-
ition is straightforward. In steady state the free-entry condition reduces
to

2% = ,
px = N,

Y ,

which says that firms must deliver to savers the reservation interest
rate %, and that to do so they must generate a profit ratio equal to 2%.
Accordingly, I can use (16) to solve for firm employment

l% = "
1 ! .

1! 2%
1!+

. (20)

Notice how taxes on labor and the replacement ratio do not enter this
solution. Also, notice that l% is increasing in ", ., 2, %, + .

Substitution of l% into the bargaining locus (12) yields

u% = 1 ! )
1 ! ) ! 03u, (21)

where

3u $ +
(1 ! +)

# 1
2% ! 1

$

is the unemployment rate that obtains absent fiscal distortions (i.e., for
) = 0 = 0). Notice how, di!erently from the instantaneous equilib-
rium discussed above, in steady state the e!ects of structural param-
eters on unemployment are no longer ambiguous. The reason is that
taking into account the endogeneity of consumption and of the mass of
firms allows me to resolve the tension between e!ects on participation
and on bargaining. Higher taxes on labor, for example, lead workers
to demand higher wages, which results in higher unemployment. This
is the upward shift of the bargaining locus discussed above. The rea-
son why the potentially o!setting downward shift of the participation
locus is now not operational is that firm employment is pinned down by
equation (20) independently of taxation. In other words, in the long run
the mass of firms per capita adjusts endogenously and the participation
locus in (l, u) becomes vertical and independent of taxation.

The value for the wage share obtained above yields
c%#WL
Y
$% =

# C
WL

$%
= 1 ! 2$

1 ! 2% . (22)

Thus, expressions (14)-(15) for the participation and employment ratios
become:
%Ls

"

&%
=

1
1!'u%

1 + (1!u%)&
1!)!(1!)!0)u%

1!2$
1!2%

; (23)

# L
"
$%

=
1!u%
1!'u%

1 + (1!u%)&
1!)!(1!)!0)u%

1!2$
1!2%

. (24)

Using these expressions, I can prove the following proposition (the
details are in the appendix).
Proposition 4. The steady-state general equilibrium of the model is char-
acterized by the following properties:
1. the unemployment rate u% is increasing in +, ), 0, 2, %;
2. the employment ratio (L$")% is decreasing in & , +, 0, ), 2, %, and

increasing in $, ';
3. the participation ratio (Ls$")% is decreasing in & , increasing in $, ', + ,
0, increasing in ) if

#
1 ! 0

1 ! )
$2

< 3u,

and exhibits ambiguous e!ects of 2, %;
4. the mass of firms per capita n% is decreasing in & , + , ), 0, 2, %, ", .

and increasing in ', $.

Equation (23) reveals a remarkable property: in steady state the
participation ratio is increasing in the unemployment rate. Similarly,
the proposition provides a su"cient condition for participation to be
increasing in ). It suggests that this happens when the tax rate ) is
high, the replacement ratio 0 is large and 3u is high. Intuitively, this
says that participation is increasing in taxation in economies that are
already heavily distorted.

To investigate what drives these results, recall that (23) comes from
Ls

" = 1
1 ! 'u ! &

1 ! ) ! (1 ! ) ! 0)u
C

W" .

This expression reveals that there are two e!ects of unemployment.
First there is the direct negative e!ect of reducing the expected after-tax
benefit of participation. How strongly this worsening of the marginal
worker’s job prospects – the discouraged worker e!ect discussed in
Section 3 – reduces participation depends on the parameter ': the

8
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higher ', the lower the cost of participation that results in unemploy-
ment and the weaker the discouraged worker e!ect. Secondly, there is
the e!ect on the ratio C$W" that in steady state is

# C
W"

$%
=

# C
Y
$%

#WL
Y
$%

# L
"
$%

= 1 ! 2$
1 ! 2%

# L
"
$%

= 1 ! 2$
1 ! 2%

%Ls

"

&% +1 ! u%, .

Hence, I have
%Ls

"

&%
= 1

1 ! 'u% ! & (1 ! u%)
1 ! ) ! (1 ! ) ! 0)u%

1 ! 2$
1 ! 2%

%Ls

"

&%
.

This expression highlights how in general equilibrium unemployment
has an additional e!ect: it reduces the consumption-wage ratio because
it reduces the employment ratio. This is nothing else than a negative
income e!ect that produces an additional worker e!ect similar to that
discussed in the labor supply literature. In this model’s specification,
this e!ect dominates in the long run so that participation becomes
increasing in unemployment.

The expression above also reveals that there are three e!ects of tax-
ation. First there is the direct negative e!ect of reducing the expected
after-tax benefit of participation. Then there is the indirect negative
e!ect of raising unemployment. Finally there is the e!ect on the
consumption-wage ratio. To see more clearly what is going on in this
case, it is useful to set ' = 0 to make the discouraged worker e!ect as
strong as possible (and make the numerator of (23) independent of u%
exactly as the su"cient condition in the proposition does). Di!erentiat-
ing with respect to ) and rearranging terms, the balance of these three
e!ects boils down to

d
# Ls
"

$%

d) 4 0 " !
d
# L
"

$%

d)
)
L
"
4 )

1 ! ) ,

which says that higher taxation of labor results in higher participa-
tion when the elasticity of employment with respect to taxation is high.
Using (24) to calculate the elasticity, I can write this condition as

d
# Ls
"

$%

d) 4 0 " 1 ! 0
1 !3u 1

2
4 ),

which shows explicitly that the participation ratio is a U-shaped func-
tion of taxation. The minimum of the function shifts to the left with 0
and 3u. The interpretation therefore, is that the positive relation between
taxation and participation – the dominance of the additional worker
e!ect driven by the income e!ect – occurs in economies with heavily
distorted markets (high 0, +, 2) and high taxation.

5.4. Output

In symmetric equilibrium, the production functions (1) and (3) yield

Y = N(l ! ")#ory $ Y
" = n(l ! ")# .

This reveals that there are competing e!ects of many parameters on
steady-state output per capita due to the fact that n and l move in oppo-
site directions. For example, l% is increasing in ", ., 2, %, + , while n%
is decreasing in ", ., 2, %, +. Interestingly, & , ), 0 have an unambigu-
ous negative e!ect because they do not a!ect l% while they depress n%
through their negative e!ect on the employment ratio (L$")%. In con-
trast, ', $ have a positive e!ect because they raise n% while they do not
a!ect l%.

A related, and perhaps more interesting measure of performance, is
the level of welfare. Specifically, in steady state one can compute

U% = !
#

0
e!%t"

)
log

#C
Y

Y
"
$%

+ & log
%

1 !
+1 ! 'u%,

%Ls

"

&%&*
dt

= "0
%! $

)
log (1 ! 2$) y% + & log

%
1 !

+1 ! 'u%,
%Ls

"

&%&*
.

This too exhibits competing e!ects that prevent unambiguous analyti-
cal statements concerning the role of many structural parameters. How-
ever, observe that (23) yields

1 !
+1 ! 'u%,

%Ls

"

&%
= 1

1 + 1!)!(1!)!0)u%
(1!u%)&

1!2%
1!2$

,

which is decreasing in u%, 0 and increasing in ). Once again, then,
fiscal distortions appear to be special. As argued, in highly regulated
economies taxation of wages results in higher participation because of
a dominant income e!ect. This means that overall the expression above
is decreasing in ). It follows that ) and 0 unambiguously reduce wel-
fare because they reduce consumption per capita of both market goods
(since they reduce output per capita y%) and household goods.

6. The role of labor and product market factors

In this section I discuss the dynamic e!ects of factors a!ecting the
labor and product markets. I begin the analysis with a discussion of an
important aspect of the interaction between labor and products mar-
kets. Namely that the endogenous participation rate produces a rein-
forcing mechanism that amplifies the e!ects on employment of struc-
tural changes that a!ect the labor market. To see this, consider equa-
tions (23) and (24) set & = 0. This removes from the model the oppor-
tunity cost of participation and yields Ls$" = 1. Accordingly,
L
" = 1 ! u

so that structural parameters a!ect employment only through the
unemployment rate. If & > 0, instead, there are additional e!ects due
to the endogeneity of participation. These e!ects are best seen by recall-
ing the definition
L
" = (1 ! u) Ls

" .

In some cases, the e!ects due to participation work in the opposite
direction of the direct wedge e!ect of unemployment and one needs
to work out the balance. This is what equation (24) does, revealing
for example that the negative e!ect of labor taxes ) and unemployment
benefits 0 on employment is larger because of the participation channel.

In the following analysis, I show how this feature of the model rein-
forces two important feedback mechanisms linking the labor and prod-
uct markets. The first is due to the endogenous mass of firms and pro-
duces a multiplier e!ect that amplifies the role of structural changes that
originate in the labor market. A second multiplier e!ect operates in
the opposite direction. Namely, the endogenous market size due to the
participation and unemployment margins amplifies the e!ects on entry
decisions, and therefore on the mass of firms, of structural changes that
originate in the product market.

6.1. Factors a!ecting the labor market

Consider Fig. 5. If ) increases, the (n = 0 locus is unchanged while
the (c = 0 locus shifts to the left. The economy then jumps on the saddle
path that converges to new steady state which features the same con-
sumption ratio as the initial one and a lower mass of firms per capita.
On impact, the mass of firms is given while the consumption ratio jumps
up. According to Proposition 2, the rise in c and ) produces a fall in firm
employment l and the employment ratio L$", and possibly an increase
in unemployment u. I say possibly because, as discussed in section 3, the
direct e!ect of ) on unemployment is ambiguous due the endogeneity
of the participation rate. According to (16) the fall in firm employment
l produces a rise in the labor share WL$Y. According to (14), finally,
the competing e!ects of the higher consumption ratio, wage share, and
unemployment rate produce an ambiguous change in participation. One
might conjecture that the direct negative e!ect of taxation of wages tilt
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the balance toward a fall of the participation ratio. Unfortunately, I
have been unable to prove analytically that this is the case.

The transition features falling c and n. According to Proposition 2,
then, it features rising firm employment l and unemployment u. The ris-
ing l in turn produces a falling labor share. The competing e!ects of the
falling c and n produce an ambiguous change in the employment ratio.
However, we know that at the end of the transition the employment
rate must be lower so that eventually the rate must be falling. As to the
participation rate, the competing e!ects of its determinants again result
in an ambiguous change. Since the steady state e!ects are known, how-
ever, one can infer that if the tax increase occurs in a highly regulated
economy it results in the participation rate eventually rising because of
the dominant income e!ect (see Proposition 4). The reverse happens in
a lightly regulated economy.

To see the role of the endogenous mass of firms, one simply com-
pares what happens on impact, when the mass of firms is given, to the
end-of-transition situation. There is a clear multiplier e!ect at work in
that the gradual reduction of the mass of firms per capita drives unem-
ployment up and employment down further than the initial tax increase
warrants. The reason is that with higher taxation workers demand
higher wages and the associated higher labor cost requires the mar-
ket to become more concentrated in order to sustain firms’ profitability
and allow them to deliver to households the reservation interest rate
%. Crucially, since firm employment l in the long run does not respond
to taxation, the smaller mass of firms per capita must be produced by
a combination of lower employment and higher unemployment. The
latter margin is very important, because in highly regulated economies
the participation rate goes up so that to produce a lower employment
rate requires a large increase in the unemployment rate.

The replacement ratio has e!ects similar to those of the tax on wages
with the important di!erence that the tax reduces participation (labor
supply) while the replacement ratio raises it. Hence, the tax creates less
unemployment than the replacement ratio.

A factor that has attracted much attention recently is the parameter
+ that measures the bargaining power of workers. Consider again Fig. 4.
If + increases, the (n = 0 locus is unchanged while the (c = 0 locus shifts
to the left. The economy jumps on the saddle path that converges to
the new steady state, experiencing a falling consumption ratio and a
falling mass of firms per capita along the transition. So far all this is
quite similar to the e!ects of a rise in the tax on wages. The details,
however, di!er in some crucial aspect.

When + rises, on impact the mass of firms is given while the con-
sumption ratio jumps up. According to Proposition 2, the rise in c pro-
duces a fall in firm employment l and the employment ratio L$", and
an increase in unemployment u. However, the direct e!ect of + on firm
employment and the employment rate is now ambiguous. The di!er-
ent behavior of these variables with respect to the case of taxation is
that higher bargaining power of workers attracts participation instead
of discouraging it because it raises wages. If firm employment falls, it
produces a rise in the labor share WL$Y. This e!ect is in fact stronger
than in the case of taxation because + redistributes rents from firms
to workers (they capture a larger share of profits) and thus raises the
wage share directly. Again the competing e!ects of the higher consump-
tion ratio, wage share, and unemployment rate produce an ambiguous
change in participation.

The transition features falling c and n. This produces a rising firm
employment l and unemployment rate u. The rising l in turn produces a
falling labor share. The competing e!ects of the falling c and n produce
an ambiguous change in the employment ratio. However, we know that
at the end of the transition the employment ratio must be lower so
that eventually the ratio must be falling. As to the participation rate,
again, the competing e!ects result in an ambiguous change. Since the
steady state e!ect is positive, however, one can infer that the higher
bargaining power results in the participation rate eventually rising. This
fact is important. Contrary to the instantaneous equilibrium where the
ambiguous e!ect of + comes from the endogenous variables, c and u,

in steady state the dominant factor driving participation up is the addi-
tional worker e!ect due to higher unemployment. To see this, observe
that in equation (23) the consumption ratio and the labor share in the
long run do not depend on + , only u% does.

One can again see the multiplier e!ect of the mass of firms per capita
by comparing impact to steady state e!ects. Interestingly, + has a per-
manent positive e!ect on firm employment and thus drives unemploy-
ment up further than taxation of wages. The reason is again that the
higher labor cost requires the market to become more concentrated to
sustain firms’ profitability and allow them to deliver to households the
reservation interest rate %. However, since firm employment now must
rise, and the employment ratio falls, the fall in the mass of firms must
be larger.

6.2. Factors a!ecting the product market

To consider the e!ects of changes in the toughness of price com-
petition, !, recall that . = #

#
1 ! 1

!

$
and refer again to Fig. 4. When

! increases, the economy jumps on the saddle path that converges to
a point located to the left of the initial one on the same (n = 0 locus.
The associated transition features changes in c and n in line with the
discussion of the previous subsection. The main di!erence concerns the
long run e!ects. Perhaps surprisingly, in the long run ! does not a!ect
unemployment and the employment and participation ratios. The rea-
son why is in fact quite intuitive. In steady state firms must deliver
to shareholders the reservation interest rate %, and this pins down the
profit share according to the relation in (19). Consequently, changes
in ! are absorbed by firm employment l in such a way that keeps the
profit ratio constant. But this implies that the employment elasticity of
revenue does not respond to !. Consequently, both the unemployment
rate and the labor share do not respond to !. This in turn means the
participation and employment ratios as well do not respond to !.

Consider now the role of barriers to entry. Together with the popu-
lation growth rate $, this is the only factor that a!ects the consumption
ratio in steady state. The reason is that it pins down the amount of
“replacement investment” needed to keep constant the mass of firms
per capita. Moreover, as discussed above, 2 determines the profit and
labor shares. Consider Fig. 4. If 2 rises, the (n = 0 locus shifts down
while the (c = 0 locus shifts to the left. The economy then jumps on the
saddle path that leads to the new steady state, featuring lower n% and
c%. The reason is that the higher 2 implies that steady-state incumbency
is more costly and thus that the rate of return is equal to % only if the
mass of firms falls. The smaller mass of firms reduces employment and
raises unemployment. This captures the second multiplier e!ect. Higher
barriers to entry ultimately raise the profit share and thus redistribute
rents toward profits. This lowers the labor share and discourages par-
ticipation. At the same time, it raises firm employment l and thus raises
the wage markup, thereby raising unemployment. Accordingly, employ-
ment falls. Most importantly, the reduction of the mass of firms per capita
is larger than it would be if employment were held constant. There is thus
a reinforcing feedback mechanism whereby the redistribution of rents
away from wages shrinks the size of the market and thus requires a
further reduction of the mass of firms per capita.

6.3. Back to the data

It is now useful to go back to the data presented in the introduction
and compare them to the model’s dynamics. Observe that some factors
– specifically, the bargaining power of workers – have opposite e!ects
on the long-run employment and participation rates. This is where the
notion of unemployment as a wedge becomes most clear. As I have just
shown, a rise of + redistributes income from profits to wages and raises
the wage share, at least temporarily. This rise cannot persist because in
the long run the shares of national income that go to profits and wages
are pinned down by factors that regulate the entry decisions of firms.

10
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The endogenous response that eventually brings the wage share down
is a rise of the unemployment rate that weakens workers’ bargaining
position by worsening their alternative. The temporarily higher wage
share, nevertheless, attracts workers so that participation increases.
Therefore, an attempt at redistribution through a “wage push” (Bertola,
2001) results in rising participation, rising unemployment and falling
employment.

This story fits the facts of Figs. 1 and 2 except for the predicted fall
of the employment rate. To address this potential problem, observe that
the secular rise of participation happened in both the US and the EU15,
suggesting that a common supply-side factor a!ected both economies.
The model suggests that this factor is a change in preferences (lower
&) that makes people more willing to work in the market. The key is
that a structural change of this type does not a!ect the long-run unem-
ployment rate (see Proposition 3) and thus provides a force that can
tilt the balance toward a long-run rise of the employment rate. Inter-
estingly, it also produces a temporary rise in unemployment given that
entry is costly and thus the economy takes time to adjust to the higher
participation rate. In other words, the model produces a story consis-
tent with the data if one imagines the EU15 as being subject to a “wage
push” shock, that did not hit the US, in the context of a secular rise in
participation due to a structural shift in preferences.

In a somewhat reduced form, therefore, the model captures the
notion that in the post-war era in the US and Western Europe there has
been a structural shift whereby activities that were performed within
the household moved to the market domain. This move went hand in
hand with the massive entry of women in the labor market, a fact that
suggests that the we look carefully at household activity as the possi-
ble locus whence the shift originates. Of course, one could generate the
shift without invoking a change in preferences by suitably designing a
once-and-for-all change in technology that makes market activity rel-
atively more productive than household activity. I did not pursue this
specification because, while I used the facts documented in Figs. 1 and
2 to motivate inclusion of the labor force participation margin in the
model, the focus of the paper lies elsewhere, namely on understanding
employment as the outcome of interdependent labor and product mar-
kets. It is nevertheless reassuring that a model designed with a di!erent
purpose in mind seems capable of addressing some more subtle features
of this very important set of facts. Exploring in more detail this issue is
surely something worth doing in my future research.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, I studied the dynamic interdependence of non-
competitive product and labor markets. I used a general equilibrium
model based on a representation of the labor market where there are
three categories of individuals: those who participate and are employed,

those who participate and are unemployed, and those who do not par-
ticipate. To my knowledge, this is the first paper that proposes a char-
acterization of the joint determination of the participation, unemploy-
ment and employment rates in a tractable framework. The model pro-
duces dynamics broadly consistent with the experience of the US and
EU15 economies over the last 40–50 years.

I uncovered the following feedback mechanisms:
• A fall in employment due to worse labor market conditions shrinks

the size of the product market and thereby triggers a reduction in
the number of firms. This produces a multiplier e!ect that amplifies
the adverse e!ects on output of labor market frictions because the fall
in the number of firms reduces employment further than what would be
warranted if one considered the labor market in isolation.

• Similarly, frictions that raise the costs of entry and/or of operation for
firms result in a larger reduction of the number of firms than would
obtain if employment were held constant. There is thus another multi-
plier e!ect that exploits the endogeneity of employment to amplify
the adverse e!ects on output of worse product market conditions.

• Since both these mechanism operate through the
employment–market size linkage, the adverse e!ects on output of
labor and product market frictions are larger when one considers endoge-
nous participation. This reinforcing mechanism captures the fact that
the induced fall in employment is larger when labor supply is elas-
tic and individuals withdraw from the labor force in response to a
worsening of the labor market.
An appealing feature of the model that I proposed here is that it

reveals that fiscal variables like a proportional tax on wages and an
unemployment benefit proportional to the market wage can have per-
verse e!ects that make them particularly harmful. Specifically, I found
that in economies that display high unemployment independently of
fiscal distortions – because, say, of high barriers to entry or high bar-
gaining power of workers – the tax rate and the replacement ratio result
in higher participation because the added worker e!ect dominates the
discouraged worker e!ect. This means that these types of fiscal dis-
tortions reduce welfare because they reduce consumption per capita of
both market goods, since they reduce the employment ratio, and house-
hold goods, since they increase the participation ratio. The welfare loss,
in other words, stems from the fact that the wedge e!ect of unemploy-
ment becomes perversely strong. This finding illustrates quite vividly
the advantage of working with a model that allows one to study the
joint determination of the participation, unemployment and employ-
ment rates.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

The first term in the denominator of the right-hand side of (17) is increasing in u. Therefore, a su"cient condition for the denominator to be
increasing in u is
/
/u

% 1 ! 'u
1 ! ) ! (1 ! ) ! 0)u

&
% 0 " 1 ! ' % 0

1 ! ) .

This is surely true if ) = 0 = 0 (i.e., no government).
Proof of Proposition 4

The employment ratio in (24) is decreasing in u% by Lemma 1; the participation ratio in (23) is increasing in u% because the numerator is
increasing in u% and the denominator is decreasing in u%. Now notice that & , $, ' do not a!ect u% and so have only a direct e!ect on participation
and employment. For both, the e!ect of & is negative and the e!ect of $, ' is positive. Next, notice that + has only an indirect e!ect through u% on
participation and employment. Since u% is increasing in +, I have that employment is decreasing and participation is increasing in +. Finally, notice
that the direct e!ect of 2, % on participation and employment is negative. Since u% is increasing in 2, % the direct and indirect e!ects of 2, % have
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the same sign so that overall the employment ratio is decreasing in 2, %. In contrast, the direct and indirect e!ects of 2 , % on participation have
opposite sign and thus there is, in principle, an ambiguity.

To study the e!ects of the fiscal parameters, I use (21) to rewrite the term
(1 ! u%)&

1 ! ) ! (1 ! ) ! 0)u% = (1 ! u%)&
(1 ! ))

+1 ! 3u, .

Accordingly, (24)-(23) become:
%Ls

"

&%
=

1
1!'u%

1 + (1!u%)&
(1!))(1!3u)

1!2$
1!2%

; (25)

# L
"
$%

=
1!u%
1!'u%

1 + (1!u%)&
(1!))(1!3u)

1!2$
1!2%

. (26)

These have the same properties with respect to u% as the expressions used before. They have, however, the advantage that now 0 has only an indirect
e!ect through u% on participation and employment (recall that 3u does not depend on 0). Since u% is increasing in 0, I have that employment is
decreasing and participation is increasing in 0. Similarly, since u% is increasing in ) and the direct e!ect of taxation in both expressions is negative,
I have that the employment ratio is decreasing in ). In contrast, the e!ect of taxation on the participation ratio is ambiguous because the direct and
indirect e!ects have opposite sign. To resolve the ambiguity, observe that the numerator of (26) is increasing in u%, which is increasing in ), so that
participation in surely increasing in ) if the denominator is decreasing in ), that is if, upon using (21),

/
/)

-
1 ! 1!)

1!)!03u
1 ! )

.
< 0 "

#
1 ! 0

1 ! )
$2

< 3u.

Finally, the relation

n% =
% L
"

%& 1
l%

yields that n% is decreasing in & , ), 0 because they do not a!ect l% while they lower the employment ratio. Similarly, n% is decreasing in ", . because
they do not a!ect the employment ratio while they raise l%. 2, %, + lower n% because they lower the employment ratio and raise firm employment.
', $ raise n% because they do not a!ect l% while they raise the employment ratio.
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